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Equivariant non- ommutative topology

Equivariant non- ommutative topology is the study of topologi al
invariants of operator algebras|also alled C  -algebras|equipped with additional symmetry su h as an a tion of a group, groupoid, or quantum group. A
topologi al invariant is a fun tor with some exa tness and homotopy invarian e
properties that is invariant under Morita equivalen e. Sin e equivariant bivariant K -theory is the universal su h invariant, it is the main obje t of study. I
will rst re all the basi properties of bivariant K -theory and ontrast them
with those of the stable homotopy ategory, whi h plays a similar universal role
in in more lassi al algebrai topology.
The main fo us of this talk is a general programme for studying triangulated
ategories. This programme is motivated by the Adams spe tral sequen e, but
we will apply it to bivariant K -theory. The starting point is some stable homologi al fun tor, whi h serves as a probe for our ategory. This generates a
homologi al ideal, whi h allows to arry over notions from homologi al algebra
like proje tive resolutions and derived fun tors (relative to the hosen ideal).
These derived fun tors agree with those in a ertain Abelian ategory atta hed
to the situation. This Abelian approximation an often be des ribed on retely
in terms of partially de ned adjoint fun tors. It is related to the original ategory by a spe tral sequen e.
Finally, this general programme is applied to some examples from equivariant
bivariant K -theory. I plan to dis uss the Baum{Connes onje ture for lo ally
ompa t groups, the rst example to be onsidered, and bundles of C  -algebras
over some nite non-Hausdor spa es. The latter situation has appli ations to
the C  -algebra lassi ation programme
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